
Are You A Steamer Or A Pumper? 

There's such a variety of coffee drinks out there and we all have our favorites from Caffè 

crema's to Cappuccino's and a whole lot more. These specialty coffee drinks all have 

one thing in common, espresso. And With the right type of espresso machine, coffee 

enthusiasts can learn the art of brewing quality espresso which will take you to java 

heaven. 

There are many types of espresso machines that use different processes to produce 

that perfect cup of coffee. 

The Stovetop Espresso Coffee Maker; is not actually a machine as the process 

requires you to be completely hands-on which gives you total control on how your 

coffee tastes. This espresso maker has three parts which are tighly screwed to a moka 

pot to make an air-tight container. You start by putting coffee grounds on top of a 

reservoir of water mounted on a stove enclosed by a top screen and bottom screen. 

The steam from the water goes through the bottom screen and out of the top screen 

which is pushed up a small pipe into a top chamber, and trickles down into the bottom 

chamber staying warm. 

Lever Espresso Machines; go back to the true essence of coffee making this is for the 

coffee purist because you're involved in every part of the process as this is historically 

how coffee was made.  

Espresso is made by forcing a small amount of water through coffee grounds. So with 

lever espresso machines being manual; the quality of espresso will depend on your arm 

strength as you need to press down on the lever to squeeze the water through the 

coffee grounds. 

Pump and Automatic Espresso Machines; are electronic and don't use steam or a 

heavy handed push to create a nice cup of the black stuff. These espresso machines 

use a pump that pushes the water for you. One of the 'percs', (sorry I couldn't help 

myself, feel free to edit this out) to the pump process is that the liquid doesn't have to 

boil before you get your espresso but this can make your coffee milder.  

The pump and automatic espresso machines are the most commonly seen in the 

consumer market today and basically does all; if not most of the coffee making for you. 

Pod Espresso Machines; also use the pump process and use small pods of coffee. 

These pods have coffee grounds inside them but they don't need to be grinded.  

Pod espresso machines are easier to use as coffee beans are already grounded and 

measured. The grounded beans are put into an air-tight pods which you insert into a slot 



of the espresso machine. The reservoir is filled with water heated to a proper 

temperature to make the espresso. 

Your coffee is made quickly and with the pod espresso machine being easy to clean its 

a good choice if you want your coffee quick with no fuss. 

 

The Steam Espresso Machine; was the first to be invented in 1884 since then  

different techniques in making espresso have developed. But some think the steam 

method is still the best way to make a strong coffee. 

Steam espresso machines work by forcing a little bit of water through coffee grounds to 

get that concentrated aroma and taste of espresso. Steam and pressure builds up in an 

enclosed area which pushes through the coffee grounds.  

Some steam espresso machines allow you to chose what size of espresso you want.  

Having read through this list of the many types of espresso machine you may have 

noticed an underlying theme in that the secret to the best coffee you'll ever make is in 

the extraction, this has been mentioned throughout; 

Steam method: water is brought to boiling point which produces high pressure steam 

to force through coffee grounds. One downside to this method is you cant produce 

quality crema. 

Pump Method: Using an internal pump, high pressure water is heated at a precise 

temprature for optimal extraction form beans without boiling. Because the water doesn't 

boil the beans are extracted at a higher pressure producing a high quality crema. 

So what ever your taste there are plenty of espresso machines, techniques and 

methods you can use to make your dream espresso every single time. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


